Hello!

Our mission is to find and nurture the next generation of leaders whom will make a lasting values-based impact by solving mankind’s most pressing problems, and to build the firm which attracts the finest educated professionals by constantly embracing the costs of our values.

It takes us over one year to plan, execute and develop each training program study. Each study is curated and crafted by former McKinsey, BCG et al senior partners to help you understand, follow and replicate consulting engagements so you may confidently acquire the skills taught.

Great care is taken to make the training as realistic as possible while providing compelling and captivating narrated episodes to improve your experience.

This map is the overview and logic behind the M&A Strategy training program.

By following the arrows one can track the evolution of a strategy engagement. The numbers correspond to the videos within our StrategyTraining.com website which is only available to FC Insiders.

Please note that the only way to become an FC Insider, and access all the content on StrategyTraining.com, is to become a Premium member for 6 months, in good standing, on the Firmsconsulting.com website. The majority of our content is only available to FC Insiders.

Thank you for giving us this opportunity to earn your trust.

Best wishes,
Kris Safarova
Partner
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Ontario technology reform announcement expected from Premier

By James Kennedy in Toronto

Premier Mike Harris will announce a shake-up of Ontario’s three largest employers this week as he drives forward plans to streamline the bloated state-entities and simultaneously modernize the technology sector through a radical merger strategy.

Significant staff reductions are expected within the three entities impacted: Ontario Distribution, Ontario Power and Ontario Transit, say those familiar with the situation.

The Premier has also signaled he will adopt a more muscular policy in creating an Ontario-based technology company, after recent failures and scandals.

Premier Harris has already established regular joint meetings of the boards of all three entities, and has said he wants close co-ordination between the three groups, as well as between the electricity regulators and transit commission.

Having told MPs last week that he intends to create a new technology company in Ontario, Premier Harris will use the annual budget update on Tuesday to announce a major overhaul of the Ontario transportation and energy sectors, facilitated by reports from international management consulting firms.

His ambition, which he signaled as part of his aggressive election campaign, is to increase productivity, profits and employment in state entities while creating a new technology giant, which can compete, in the global market place.

He wants to create what federal and provincial officials call “a tech anchor” which will merge the IT departments of Ontario Distribution, Ontario Power and Ontario Transit thereby reducing those entities cost structures and simultaneously form a new anchor company around which to build a technology ecosystem.

The proposed new technology company could have up to a billion dollars of value in its first year of operations and create up to 500 new jobs, according to senior economists in the Premier’s Office, who declined to be identified because they were not authorized to speak to the news media.

Increasing productivity and growth within the energy and transport sectors is central to Premier Harris’s aims, amid concerns that the three entities are placing “an unbearable fiscal burden” on the provincial budget that prevents the government from investing in new sectors.

Tom Peterson, former special adviser to the Premier’s Office and now managing partner of fund manager Canvest, said: “It is a smart strategy. He is fixing two problems with one initiative: fix the bloated state entities and position Ontario for growth in the burgeoning technology sector.”

The changes to Ontario’s three largest employers follows an internal review in 1998 that found the province could no longer sustain investments in the state corporations while simultaneously funding new sectors. It recommended restructuring the energy and transit sectors. Other provinces and countries, such as the US Federal Government, have failed to balance this dual investment focus and have come to rely on a costly strategy of maintaining outdated lines like Amtrak.

Hoping to avoid this outcome, the Premier wants to act before the government is unable to effectively make a change in the sector.

The Premier’s Office has said it is likely to announce the new CEO for the merged tech anchor company before Premier Harris’s speech on Tuesday.

In a McKinsey Global Institute capital productivity study widely read and cited at the Premier’s Office, the authors say: “US capital productivity exceeds Germany’s and Japan’s because managers in the US have greater incentives and face stronger market pressures.”

Premier Harris is more than willing to shake up Ontario’s major sectors to avoid the fate of Germany and Japan.
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